
YOUR ULTIMATE
PRE-CONCEPTION
CHECKLIST

Get your body, mind, and environment 
ready for conception



So, you're thinking about having a baby? 

 

That's so exciting and we can't wait to support you along this journey. 

Just as we prepare every last detail for our weddings, we are here to help you

do the same for your pregnancy...without unncessary stress and complication

along the way. 

 

Ideally, you give yourself lots and lots of time to prepare your body for

pregnancy. There is no such thing as starting too early. However, we find that a

year is sufficient for most women and three months is the minimum that we

would recommend to get baby-ready. 

 

Below you will find a quick checklist that outlines what you should be thinking

about at each stage of preconception. We did the legwork to figure out what

should happen when so you don't have to. 

 

To you and your future family!

Alexandria DeVito, MS, CNS

Founder and CEO of Xandara 

HOW DOES A PROACTIVE, 
HEALTH CONSCIOUS WOMAN
PREPARE  FOR PREGNANCY IN THE
MODERN WORLD?
 
Enter conscious conception.



T H E  U L T I M A T E  
PRE-CONCEPTION

C H E C K L I S T

10-12 Months Before

   Meet with your medical provider for a preconception check-up

   Stop any drug or tobacco use, if applicable

   Optimize your weight for fertility

 

 7-9 Months Before

   Begin preconception supplementation

   Implement air and water filtration 

   Upgrade to organic produce & pastured meat

   Minimize processed food

   Replace personal care & home care products with non-toxic alternatives

   Establish a regular sleep routine

 

4-6 Months Before

   Begin active detox protocol

   Deliberately incorporate fertility-friendly foods

   Have partner begin sperm health supplementation

   Switch to non-hormonal birth control method (e.g., condom, diaphragm), if applicable

   Begin tracking ovulatory cycles

   Rightsize your exercise routine (i.e., wind down from aggressive exercise if highly                        

active, begin daily movement practice if sedentary)

 

1-3 Months Before

   Minimize alcohol and caffeine intake

   Minimize use of OTC meds

   Begin a mindfulness practice to manage stress

   Focus on making space in life for your baby

   Continue focus on fertility-friendly diet

 Baby-Ready!!!



Is it time to get
baby-ready?

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE
WWW.XANDARA.CO

ABOUT US
Xandara is a pre-conception company that
offers nutritional and lifestyle products to

help couples proactively prepare to conceive.
We are the only company out there offering
comprehensive solutions for couples before

they start trying to conceive. 


